DESCRIBING A PICTURE
I chose picture 2A/ 2B to describe.
I chose the first/ the second picture.
I chose picture A/ B.
In picture 2A, there is..

In the picture, I can see sth.
I can see/ we can see sth in the picture.
There’s sth in the picture.
In the picture, there is sth.

Thereis a womandoing sth (zmiňuji poprvé a navíc po vazbě použiji "a/an")
There are womenwho are doing sth... (v množném čísle obecně nepoužíváme členy)
There isn't any man .../ There aren’t any animals..
The photo/ picture shows ...
It was probably taken by/ in ...
It's a black-and-white/ coloured photo.

Say what is happening with the present continuous,
Refer to the things in the picture with the definite article THE
Use expressionsthere is/ there are

Where in the picture?


If something isn’t clear
It looks like a ...
It looks like they are having fun.
It might be a ...
He could be ...ing
Maybe it’s a ...
It seems as if ...
The lady seems to ...
Maybe ... Perhaps ...
I think ...
... might be a symbol of ...
I (don't) like the picture because ...

It makes me think of ...
It reminds me of ...
…seems…
…looks…
…is obviously…
…probably…
I guess/ I imagine…
…might/ may/ maybe/ perhaps…
…clearly…
I’m not sure exactly (what this is) but…
…appears…

…looks like…
I reckon…
I suppose…
I’m fairly sure…
I get the impression that…
…is almost certainly…
My initial impression is…
…must…
…could (possibly)…
I’m pretty confident that…

COMPARING TWO PICTURES
Similarities:
Both (of these) pictures show people who ..
Neither
Also
As well
Too
The same

Differences:
But
However
Whereas
Although
While
In contrast the first picture is about...
On the other hand

Other useful phrases:
One thing that… and… have in common is…
One of the (few) similarities/ differences between… and… is…
The most obvious/ important/ apparent similarity/ difference (for me) between… and… is…
… and… have a lot in common, for example…
… and… don’t have much in common, but…
There are more similarities than differences between… and… For instance,…
The main similarity/ difference between… and… is…
The only difference/ similarity between… that I can see is…
In comparison to…,…
Compared to…,…
A/ One contrast between… and… is that…
… is (slightly/ a bit/ somewhat/ quite a lot/ a great deal/ substantially/ a lot/ much/ far/ much much/ far far) … er/
more… than…
… is not (nearly/ quite) as… as…
…. In a similar way,…
Contrasting… and…,…
The most apparent difference/ similarity between… and… is…
…and that is (more or less) the same for…
… and… share…
A more subtle difference is…
… differs from… in that…
…. Likewise,…
Neither… nor…
One resemblance between… and… is that…

